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NEW RUBBER ORDER QUIZ

Numerous questions are being asked By the public about the new Salvage of Waste

Rubber Order, which came into force yesterday.

Under the Order it is a punishable offence to destroy or throw; away any waste

rubber or put it into any bin used for domestic or trade refuse, or to allow it, in the

course of collection or sale, to Become mixed with any material other than waste ruber.

To help the public to interpret the Order correctly and reasonably, the Directorate

of Salvage and Recovery, ministry of Supply, has issued the following Quiz:

1. Q, What is the maximum penalty for disobeying the Order?

A* The maximum penalty in a Court of Summary Jurisdiction- is

£l00 fine or three months 1 imprisonment or Both, Or

£500 or two years* imprisonment or Both on indictment.

2, Q, What does the term "Waste Rubber" mean exactly?

A. It means any worn-out, disused, discarded or waste material

or article made wholly or mainly of rubber, but does not

include any material or article which is injurious to health

or otherwise offensive.

3* Q. Should I make available for salvage articles Which are a,

combination of rubber and canvas, such as old motor tyres,

plimsolls, Wellington boots and goloshes?

A. Yes, Old motor tyres ore valuable, oven if they are so worn

that the canvas is showing, but they should not be discarded

until they are beyond re-treading.

4. Q. Does the Order mean that I have got to give up every rubber

article in my-home?
A. No, It means that you must not destroy or throw away or mix

with refuse anything made of rubber.

5. Q. Does it apply to tiny articles, such as rubber teapot spouts,

door-stops, and so on?

A. Yes, everything like that - - down to oven the smallest

article. If every household in Britain put out one teapot

spout for salvage, that would provide enough rubber to

equip 1,000 bombers with tyres.

6. Q, Can I put out my ruber and rag salvage all in one heap?

A. No, they must Be kept quite separate, and not mixed with

anything else at all. The Salvage of Waste Ruber Order

has been expressly designed to prevent the mixing of rubber

with anything else.
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7. Q. Who collects the material from my home?

A. The Local Authority will collect it, and the clause in

the Order forbidding the nixing of salvage is binding

on the dustman as well.

8, Q, Must the waste rubber be kept dry in the same way as

paper and rags?

A. No, it doesn’t matter if waste rubber gets wet. It

won
't

come to any harm through water,

9. Q# Do I put out tyres and inner tubes with any other waste

rubber for collection by my Local Authority?
A. Yes, or you may, if you wish, take them to a local.

garage for dispatch to a Government Depot or sell then

to a merchant,

10. Q, Why has this New Order cone into force?

A. Because 90% of the worlds natural rubber resources are

in enemy hands, and our stocks are being rapidly used up.

The Order, is necessary because rubber enters vitally into

the production of guns, bombers, fighters, tanks, warships,

no tor vehicles, gas masks, steel helmet linings and numerous

other forms of equipment for the Fighting Forces, and so

that services essential to the life of the community may be

maintained.
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